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Re: >>> Answers to your questions on DBHD 1.4 International - nuclear
repository
An Dana Havlin Novakova <dana_novakova@yahoo.com>

Dear Mr. Goebel, - Dear Ms. Novakova,
Thank you for sending me information on the design of the deep waste repository. - called DBHD
I have some questions:
- This is a proposal how could a high radioactive waste repository be designed? - YES
- What type of radioactive waste is planned to be stored here? - Castors with spent fuel
- Have been agreed the transport of radioactive waste by an international treaty? - Not yet
- Do I understand that only one deep borehole is planned where the containers would be stored above? Without any side
shafts?
it needs 8 DBHD boreholes, each with 328 Castors, to store the amount of 27.500 Mg net
- Where is located the “hot room”? for DBHD is does not need any hot cells, the transport
packing is done on the NPP sites
- Is this storage located in a speciﬁc site in Germany that is being researched in past?
The German Super Geology has been found near GLASIN - M-V - Germany
- Is it expected to deposit the storage into the salt sediments? Castors in concrete in rocksalt
- What is the depth of groundwater in this region and how groundwater would be managed to not dissolve the salt
massif?
the groundwater is max 650 Meters deep there - top salt is -2.000 Meters - storage area starts a -2.650 Meters
- How is protection against seismic hazard of the storage? As far as the proposed design is concerned - only one deep
well - it may be broken or collapsed by reactivated fault. - Storage takes place in single concrete pellets 16 Meters
high - they can move vertical
and horizontal in case of an earthquake - a column would break - that is why we do it in single pellets
- What is the extent of salt rock in the place and in the vicinity are only sediments? Is it an suitable rock medium that
eliminates the circulation of groundwater, which is the main requirement of a rock massif that has to be ensured for siting
the deep storage? Are there no accumulations of groundwater nearby? - the distance to the ground water is 2.000
Meters ! Spent fuel in rocksalt is the safe storage
- I would be interested in the legislative criteria for siting a deep repository of radioactive waste.
Maximum safety is the main criteria used by the developers - the BFE got its own criteria
Thank you for the answers in advance. - I hope you are satisﬁed with the answers - feel free to ask further
Best regards, Dana Havlin Novakova - Best regards from Dipl.-Ing. Volker Goebel - Nucl. Rep. Planner ww
State Oﬃce for Nuclear Safety
Czech Republic
http://www.dbhd-hlw.de
http://www.art-tel.de
http://www.ing-goebel.de
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